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FULL EU TYPE  

APPROVAL 

 
BRADLEY AUTO LOCK 
CAST BODY AND CAST 

HEAD COUPLING 

 
WELL PROTECTED LIGHTING 
SYSTEM WITH “SUPERSEAL” 

WIRING CONNECTIONS 

 
PRG SUPER GRIP 

RAMPS, STRONG,ROBUST  
AND LIGHTWEIGHT 

XW 



Example of popular  

cars carried in Minisporter 

All Caterham models 

Classic Mini 

Westfield 

Formula juniors 

Historic formula cars 

Classics 

Legends 

Motor Bikes / Sidecar 

Jedi single seater 

The list goes on! 

The PRG Minisporter XW has been launched due to popular customer demand. 

This NEW model retains all the original features but now has an increased bed 

width of 5'10" (1.78m) and increased gross capacity to 2000 kgs. This new bed 

width has given MInisporter greater    flexibility in serving the motorsport  

community and is now an extremely popular GRP covered trailer with historic 

and classic car collectors. 

Minisporter's GRP body is fixed to the PRG Sport range of trailer with a bed size 

of 11' long and 5'10" wide (3.35m x 1.65m). The GRP shell is a one piece mould 

with no external weather seals. The shell is supported in the open position with 

2 high pressure gas struts. Minisporter comes standard with PRG punched   

loading ramps which are lightweight but still extremely strong and robust. Once 

your car is loaded the ramps are secured with spring loaded lynch pins onto the 

centre decking between the Minisporter's runways. Minisporters GRP shell is 

then pulled down into position and secured with 2 over centre catches that can 

be padlocked for extra security if required. 

Minisporter is not only ideal for protecting your investments whilst in transit but 

also for use as extra garage storage,  protecting against all the weather        

elements. 

 Mini Sporter XW 

BED SIZE 11’ X 5 ’10” (3.35M X 
1.78M) 

BED LENGTH (B) 11’ (3.35M) 

BED WIDTH  5’10” (1.78M) 

OVERALL LENGTH (A&B) 15’5” (4.70M) 

OVERALL WIDTH  7’ 6” (2.28M) 

HEIGHT (C) Floor to bed 13” (0.33M) 

HEIGHT (C&D) Floor to highest 
point 

6’ (1.83M) 

INTERNAL HEIGHT (D) 4’8” (1.42M) 

INTERNAL LENGTH (E) 11’8” ( 3.55M) 

GROSS WEIGHT 2000KG 

LOAD CAPACITY 1500KG 

XW 
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Trailer Features 

* Fully enclosed GRP body lifting on gas struts 

* Lockable body fasteners for complete security 

* Fully galvanised chassis 

* Auto reverse brakes to all 4 wheels 

* Fully enclosed centre deck with 15mm commercial 

trailer decking 

* Spare wheel & Tyre 

* Tow hitch security lock 

* Manual single speed strap winch 

* Top quality "Super Seal" electrical loom 

* Full European COC Certificate included in the price. 

* Fully enclosed rear light clusters 

* one piece tandem mudguards 

* 12" Heavy Duty radial tyres 


